This area is for full-time TTU Students only. Scissors, rulers, tape, stapler and glue are not provided. DO NOT move the butcher paper rolls from this room.

**DIE CUT SHAPES:**

- Alphabet in four different fonts (one is not pictured)
- Number 0-9
- The Greek letters
- Teddy Bear
- Snow Flake
- Clover
- Tulip
- “Go Team”
- Cheerleader
- Question Mark
- Period
- Exclamation Mark
- Comma
- Shovel
- Rake
- Lawn Mower
- Puzzle Piece
- Butterfly
- Star
- Balloon
- Jack o’Lantern
- Ribbons
- Dinosaur
- Wheel Barrow
- Heart
- Ladder
- Turkey
- Evergreen Tree
- Foldable box

**SPECIAL DIE CUT SHAPES:**

These must be checked out from the attendant at Games:
- Two styles of big double T’s
- Small Double T
- Big and small guns up
- Big masked rider

**OTHER SERVICES:**

Laminator
Paper cutters
Rolled butcher paper

If you have questions, call the SUB Main Office at 742-3636 or email studentunion@ttu.edu.